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1. Ontology, Dictionary and Thesaurus 

Word lists play an indispensible role in natural language-based communi

cation. Lexical items in a word list can be ordered alphabetically as in dic

tionaries or arranged in categories by their meanings as in thesauri. Dictio

naries currently available are basically one dimensional, words with their 

phonetic, syntactic, and semantic characteristics are listed in a one dimen

sional sequence, an alphabetic ordering. Relationships among words in es

sence are not represented except in occasional synonym or antonym lists. 

In a monolingual dictionary, semantics is often expressed in terms of 

synonyms. In both monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, the treatment of 

semantics is not principled. No two dictionaries list the semantic items in 

the same order. In fact, it is impossible to see any system in the semantic 

structure in a word entry. Just pick up any dictionary, select any common 

entry, and try to figure out the underlying semantic structuring. If one 

feels that he has found some semblance of a semantic theory underlying the 

arrangement of meaning items in an entry, further explore to see if the 

same theory is used in any consistency. Now pick up any pair of more au

thentic dictionaries and duplicate the above outlined experiment. The result 

is about the same. The same chaos is found in bilingual dictionaries as well. 

In a thesaurus, words are listed according to their semantic categories. 

An ontology is represented in this categorial arrangement. Relationships 

among words albeit rudimentary ones are expressed. A thesaurus, for 

Roget's, can be very useful especially if equipped with a comprehensive 
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index. For those aspiring to use languages forcefully and precisely, a the

saurus can prove to be a very necessary tool. What we are proposing here 

in this paper is somewhat akin to thesauri, except the fact that thesauri are 

monolingual in nature. The services thesauri offer to monolingual communi

ties need to be provided for bilingual purposes as well. There is nothing 

comparable to monolingual thesauri in the bilingual field. The only kind of 

word lists available in a bilingual field is dictionaries. Dictionaries aim to 

provide only basic meanings, rarely are ambitious enough to make available 

a rich lexical resource from which to choose a pragmatically, semantically, 

and stylistically adequate equivalent expression in the target language. 

Translators are offered a basic set of meanings for a given entry and left 

in the lurch in finding an equivalent. A creative processing as in creative 

writing is then called for. 

The sort of restrictions mentioned in the previous two paragraphs was 

largely a result of constraints on publication means. With a two dimension

al printed page representation, lexical relations were virtually impossible to 

capture. With the electronic computational resources now available, we can 

hope to provide multidimensional services. Colonies of semantically related 

words should be extractable, ordered along many frequently used parame

ters such as degrees of intensity, of formality, of technicality, of sincer

ity/jocularity, of familiarity, of generality, of vernacularity, of 

permanancy, and of lexicalization, speech level, speaker's attitude to

ward the concept expressed, the speaker-hearer relation, discipline/ 

specialty/area of use, and the gender of the speaker. The underlying 

data structures are not a sequence or a list, not even a tree, but a general 

graph or network, a multidimensional one at that. 

A natural language may be viewed as a set of specialized languages con

stantly under change. One can appreciate the truth of this statement by 

considering the ever-changing legal, medical, and computer jargons. In 

actuality, such diversity of language is much more pervasive and intrinsic 

than usually recognized. It is not inconceivable that in near future lexical 

bases of various kinds are maintained at different locations and institutions 

so that they can be made available through networks. These distributed 

multidimensional lexicons with the kind of colonial extraction function men

tioned above should offer a new generation of lexical information services. 
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2. Lexaurus, A Multi-dimensional, Ontology-based Bilingual Dictionary 

In this paper, we would like to focus on Lexaurus, a multidimensional on

tology-based bilingual dictionary that is designed to overcome the deficien

cies discussed in the previous section. Lexaurus is an electronic dictionary 

whose entries are alphabetically ordered, and the target language equiva

lents are listed under each entry according to the basic ontology that is 

adopted. We will try to enlist these equivalents as exhaustively as possible. 

Each equivalent is an element of several semantic colonies. A semantic col

ony is an organized group of categorially related words/expressions along 

one of the parameters mentioned earlier. So while only a representative is 

listed under a given entry, if one wishes one could open up the whole colo

ny the word represents and further explore for a better match. 

In order to see the necessity of multidimensionality, let us consider the 

task of a translator. We live in the time of information exchange between 

cultures in explosive demand. Translation need is greater than ever before. 

Demand for quality translation has also dramatically increased. Anyone 

who has ever been involved in any practical translation project painfully re

alizes that a realistic dictionary that meets everyday demands by enlisting 

proper equivalents is not currently available. Most of currently available 

dictionaries are semantically oriented in the sense that word choice is not 

given due consideration but that they attempt to capture only the basic 

meaning of words. In a quality translation, more than just the guide to the 

basic meaning is needed. 

A translator given a source expression searches for as close an equiva

lent as possible, a proper target expression that matches the source text as 

closely as possible not only in the basic meaning but in various stylistic and 

pragmatic aspects. The first step here is to characterize such equivalency. 

He needs to find equivalent expressions to the source text expressions 

which are lexically, syntactically, semantically, and pragmatically adequate. 

The first approximation is the semantic equivalence, and the source expres

sion and the target expression must be semantically equivalent. The seman

tic content of an expression we are looking for is a function from the \Ise 

context to the denotation, not just the denotation per se. A rather dramatic 

example illustrating the point is the kinship term. One of the authors was 

interpreting a talk by an English-speaking speaker into Korean. The story 
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started out introducing a man and his brother-in-law. The translator was 

simply at a loss which Korean kinship word to use without the benefit of 

knowing whether the in-law is through the man's brother or sister and the 

aglil relation between the man and his sibling involved here. 

This means that the assumption behind the current practice in lexicology 

is mistaken. It appears to be generally assumed that there is a typical con

text, a sort of standard one for which a dictionary may be constructed 

nonfunctionally. The importance of isolating parameters that are involved 

in defining a context of use cannot be overstressed. In order to maintain 

such semantic equivalence a dictionary must organize all possible equiva

lents according to these parameters so that when an expression is given to 

a .. translator he will apply the semantic function represented in a dictionary 

to the context he could best identify to select a hopefully small set of equiv

alents. 

Multidimensional bilingual dictionaries can be somewhat standardized by 

being based on ontology. Colonies need to be recognized and organized ac

cOl'ding to the adopted ontology. The equivalent lists under each dictionary 

entry need to be organized according to the ontology. 

3 •. Lexaurus and Thesaurus 

We have been working on Roget style thesaurus for the Korean lan

guage. Initia:Ily we started out to basically translate Roget's Original The

saurus. We have quickly decided that Roget's underlying ontology is not 

transferable to Korean. Furthermore, it has become obvious that there is 

not. one ideal ontology that can be used as a standard one~ Also for a given 

ontology, there may be many views. Grocery stores, supermarkets, and 

drug stores, for instance, have developed their organization of sales items. 

There are many considerations that affect the organization. It is not just to 

match customers' view although that is the primary factor to keep in mind. 

After all, the profit margin depends on the volume of sale and the reduction 

of extra service needed which in turn is critically related to the degree of 

ease with which customers find their desired items. Other factors that influ-

1 We are not making any theoretical claim here concerning whether there can be 
such a universal ontology. We are merely saying that no such ontology is current
ly available or is expected to be in any foreseeable future. 
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ence the sales item arrangement include the popularity distribution of dif

ferent products, the more popular the more prominently and conveniently 

displayed, relationship between heights of average customers and the prod

ucts that they most frequently purchase, right-handedness of most people, 

etc. These latter considerations distort the basic ontology, spawning its 

many views. 

In our search for a fundamental ontology to be used in our Korean the

saurus, we have tried to construct an artefact of a typical Korean, someone 

whose world view most Koreans are expected to understand. Our goal is to 

be able to store away all Korean expressions in such a manner that a typi

cal Korean speaker can guess/locate those expressions without too exten

sive a search. For our thesaurus project, we tested our still emerging ontol

ogy by trying to insert words/phrases from newspapers, magazines, and 

popular novels. We have adopted in constructing Lexaurus this same ontol

ogy that we have outlined from the above mentioned project. While such 

thesauri are great improvements over conventional dictionaries as tools for 

translators, organization of thesauri needs further improvement by isolating 

formal parameters and structuring word groups accordingly. 

4. Lexaurus and Ontology 

Objects are organized according to some view of some category every

where. Some typical examples are yellow pages of telephone books, various 

markets, scientific disciplines, object classes in object oriented programming 

language tools (e.g. Small Talk Browser), and Library of Congress classifi

cation of books. Similar classes of objects are grouped differently according 

to some particular needs at the time and place of the application in ques

tion. The ontology employed here for Lexaurus is a 'standard' ontology of 

an average Korean, obviously an artefact. 

To demonstrate how ontology may vary from culture to culture and how 

different ontologies may affect the languages that represent the cultures, 

consider some relation terms. In-laws are in-laws in English but in a highly 

structured Korean society different kinds of in-laws need to be distin

guished, for example, brother-in-law = two males married to sisters, %A~; 

husband to wife's brother depending on the age relation between wife and 

her brother, llfl ~ (if sister is older), llfl ~l; husband to wife's sisters depend-
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ing on the age relation between wife and her sister, ~ -¥- (if wife is older), 

~l 'et; a male to his brother's wife depending on the age relation between 

the brothers Al~ (if the husband is younger), Al%"'~. 

The top level categories are: Human (body and senses, mind and ide

as, feelings, behavior and will, language, society and institutions, val

ues and ideals, occupations and crafts, sports and amusements, arts, 

science and technology), living things, natural phenomena, measure 

and shape, place and change of place, time and change of time. As we 

mention throughout this paper, an ontology is ephemeral to the extreme. 

One must fossilize an average person's ontology at its stablest moment and 

represent as sensibly and reasonably as one can. 

We have started out by translating Roget's original ontology into Korean 

but then we quickly came to realize that Roget's organization is not main

tainable. We thus have come to reorganize the top level as listed in the pre

ceding paragraph. Next the second level of categories are assigned to one 

or more of these categories afresh. Finally lexical items are being grouped 

as colonies and then assigned to these second level categories. For instance, 

if one searches for an expression for a body of water of certain size, one 

looks for the place/change of place category, under which one finds body 

of water category. Under that category, one finds several colonies such as 

body of water that flows and body of water that is stationary. The 

body of water that flows category has words such as stream, waterway, 

channel, river, book, creek, rivulet, streamlet, rapid and tributary. 

Different organizations of these words within a colony may be viewed by 

the user according to their need. Parameters dictate the views' organiza

tions. Macintosh operating system allows the user to view the files accord

ing to several parameters such as name, icon, date, and size of the files. In 

Lexaurus, each Korean reading under any English word entry can be 

viewed with one of the colonies it belongs to. Of course a word has many 

senses, which roughly correspond to our colonies. The entry often selects a 

particular sense out of possibly many senses the Korean reading is associat

ed with. On those rare occasions when more than one sense still remains as

sociated with the reading even under a given entry, the user will be allowed 

to choose the desired sense/colony. For that colony, the user now will take 

advantage of the view menu to select a parameter in accordance with 

which the colony in question will be displayed. Thus Lexaurus is just not 
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the list of entries with their basic meanings but rather a guide to the proper 

use of words as well. 

5. Lexaurus and Dictionaries 

As mentioned in the introductory section, bilingual dictionaries represent 

basically one-dimensional list of word entries, rarely expressing relation

ships among lexical items. For semantics an entry just lists a few sample 

target language expressions in a mostly arbitrary order. Lexaurus is a mul

tidimensional and ontology-based bilingual dictionary. In a previous para

graph, we listed the parameters that we find useful in ordering words in 

colonies, which we repeat here for convenience, they are degrees of inten

sity, of formality, of technicality, of sincerity/jocularity, of familiar

ity, of generality, of vernacularity, of permanancy, and of lexicali

zation, speaker's attitude toward the concept expressed, the speaker

hearer relation, discipline/specialty/area of use, and the gender of the 

speaker. Below we will illustrate some of these parameters that Lexaurus 

uses as a multidimensional dictionary. 

Degree of lexicalization. Virtually all research papers/reports intro

duce certain concepts and their names and then use the names throughout 

the papers. If the research work gains a general acceptance, the names 

adopted in the paper might gain a broader acceptance beyond the readers 

of the work. People crystallize an expression when a concept becomes com

monly popular and its description becomes necessary. Some expressions get 

lexicalized only among some specialists, never gaining general currency. 

Many motorists get to be irritated by rumble strips when they approach 

turnpikes so that they would slow down but very few notice the warning 

sign that contains the expression. This word 'rumble strip' has been trans

lated as '~%T~' in one English-Korean dictionary and ''tllilJSij ~~ ~ 
-&-A,lA}oJl711 ~}~lSij AJ%~£ °J.-~71 ~%H .££ ~oJl ~ -t-~ Alo-J .¥,.AJ 
~ .If-*' in another. The latter just gives an explanation but shies away 

from proposing any equivalent Korean word. The first offers a Korean 

word, unfamiliar to many Korean motorists, and yet understandable .e~pe· 

cially to those who recognize the underlying concept. 

Degree of intensity. Consider as an example the colony of words 

having to do with wealthiness. How would one rank expressions such as 
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rolling in money, well-wheeled, filthy rich, loaded, opulent, luxurious, flush, 

well-off, well-to-do, affluent, rich, wealthy, from hand to mouth, lean, poor, 

impoverished, beggarly, half-starved, starving, famished, wanting, poverty

stricken? Or the colony of size words such as big, huge, immense, vast, enor

mous, astronomic, jumbo, king-size, tremendous, prodigious, stupendous, macro, 

mega, giga, great big, Homeric, mighty, titanic, colossal, monumental, epic, tow

ering, mountainous, monstrous, mammoth, mastodonic, gigantic, giant, gigan

tesque, Gargantuan, Herculean, elephantine, dinosaurian, whopping, walloping, 

whaling, whacking, spanking, full-sized, full-blown, oversize, si;aable, grand, be

hemoth, leviathan, and bulky. Degree of intensity suggests itself. To show the 

extent of surprise one hears people using expressions such as '1 almost 

jumped out of my skin' and 'my heart just stopped'. How is it to be translat

ed? The first has been translated in one novel as '<>l ~ ill ~ 5;k cj Al \i 01 

~ ~ l:jj.£. 1Ill}7-J u~ ~ 1-~1' We feel that an electronic dictionary must offer the 

set"vice of colony extraction in some parameter-based ordering. A dictiona

r~ is written after all as a depository of information having to do with 

w(])rd use and meaning and one of the critical services expected from an 

electronic dictionary is to provide a range of expressions (colony) organ

ized in some fashion so that the user may be guided through this organiza

tion to find the most appropriate, exact and desired expression. 

Formality. Consider the following Korean expressions (colony) for 'to 

die': 'B~t:.}, ~t:.}, ~~l Alt:.}, ~t:.}, 7}t:.}, ~ C}t:Jl% tlJt.ft:.}, *tlJ-~~.£. 7}t:.}, 

~~7.lJ°l :£It:.}, -&-t>d%}t:.}, '\~lAJ-~ u,t.ft:.}(B-lti!t:.}), ~o}7}Alt:.}, A} tlJ-%} t:.}, 

A1.71%}t:.} and ~ ~ ~t:.}'. English 'croak', for instance, would be closest to 

'B~ t:.}'. Among all these words, only a few would be appropriate for funeral 

talks. A dictionary must assist the user to avoid any embarrassment by in

forming him of the degree of formality associated with each of these words. 

Speakers' attitude. Which of the following words would one employ 

to describe those that one favors and those that one disfavors: corpulent, 

stout, fat, overweight, fattish, obese, adipose, gross, fleshy, beefy, meaty, hefty, 

porky, bloated, puffy, swollen, big-bellied, full-bellied, potbellied, gorbellied, 

plump, buxom, zaftig, full, huggy, rotund, fubsy, stocky, stalwart, fat-assed % 
%~, ~AJ~AJ-q}, 01 ~ ~Al 7Ji:, 0JA}~ ~i:,2 .¥..%.¥..%-q}, lJltlJ-q}, l:l1t:Jl 

-q}, 01r,:!%}ill<:tl~17Jo]) A,[0l ~, .¥..AJ.¥..AJ~.' We feel that a bilingual dic-

2 This seems to originate from the Bible, Song of Solomon. 
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tionary must match disfavored words in one language with disfavored ones 

in the other, never mixing favored ones with disfavored ones. One might 

admire, just like, dislike, hate, or even despise certain object. There is a 

whole range of attitudes one can have. A dictionary must have some means 

of informing the user of what attitude is associated with which word. 

Vernacularity. From the colony having to do with 'fatness', consider 

'fubsy (British)' and 'zaftig (yiddish).' Koreans in the northern regions 

use expressions such as 'AJ-711:s:.(o}~:s:.)' or 'fiJ,,?-(:£..!j=- ~~RA~)' that peo

ple from other regions do not. This presents a challenge in that the geo

graphic or vernacular regions for one language differ by necessity from 

those for the other. How should the mapping go? In English, 'Timbucktu' is 

a word often used to denote remoteness and a similar expression is found 

virtually in all languages. The Korean word 'T2f-T~%' is perhaps simi

larly used for older Koreans who still remember that town to be a remote 

village when modern traffic facility was not yet available. 

Discipline/Specialty/ Area of Use. This is probably the most fre

quently used parameter in existing dictionaries. The entry for the English 

word 'matrix' has the following Korean equivalents in one of the dictiona

ries the authors looked at: (Anatomy) ':£.,jJ1'; (Biology) '~1~7J;;<..r; 

(Mining) '17Jj A-:f; (Mathematics and computer) 'i>~~, nR.:§. ~c'; (Print

ing) 'A}:£., .5!..~. ~J:~'. We feel that a dictionary must inform the user as 

to what list of disciplines it uses. 

Other ontological categories. Verbs and adjectives are often associat

ed with certain semantic categories. For example, in one English-Korean 

dictionary, the entry for 'mature' lists the following: for living things, '~ 

AJ-8'l ,l,aAJ-~, **-8'1 ~J:~~'; for people, ',l,a~~, *~~ 'll~'; for plans 

and ideas, '~.Jl~, 1:IJ ~ ~ ~'; for government bonds, 't:lJ-71.9.l'. A full and 

mature ontology is needed so that such categorial matching may be done 

systematically. We are developing an ontology for the Korean language 

and the culture underlying it through our thesaurus project. 

As with 'rumble strip', the semantics is fine one way but for those who 

are looking for ways of expressing the same in Korean the real task starts 

from this point onward. I do not know whether '~~~~( ;;<.J% )T7J-', is 

fairly widely accepted among Koreans, I rather doubt it, especially consid

ering the fact that while the concept is well established in the US, I am not 

certain how firm the lexicalization has gotten even in this country. Exam-
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pIes are everywhere. 'Briefing' is well explained in any English-Korean dic

tionary but let us say we want to translate John Grisham's 'The Firm' 

where a hoodlum is supposed to have discovered a situation critical in their 

little maneuver and is planning to 'brief' to his boss. No problem in concept 

but no English-Korean dictionary lists an actual Korean word to use that 

expresses the concept properly. The translator (KyungHee Kong) uses the 

Korean word '.!i!..:rr-a-}q.'. And we are saying that a lexically oriented dic

tionary should list this Korean word among others under the entry 'brief'. 

6. Approaches to Data Collection for Lexaurus 

Translators spend bulk of their translation time In identifying exact 

matches for words and phrases, expressions of varying sizes and units. And 

yet much of this work will be duplicated over and over again by others and 

often by the same translators themselves. Some translators develop skill in 

finding exact equivalents. Such skill will indeed distinguish those translators 

as experts. But this hard earned skill rarely benefits next generations of 

translators. There is a huge mine of resources to be tapped in this regard. 

For many decades, for many centuries in some cultures, translators have 

worked to find semantically and stylistically equivalent expressions between 

languages and left their heritage in their works. If we collect in a well or

ganized dictionary such mappings from their scattered sources, translators 

will only need to select words they need from the list of the stored map

pings and only in a rare occasion they may need to work to identify proper 

expressions on their own, not finding them in such a list. A collection of 

such mappings will serve many unique purposes, word bank for translators 

and resources for language teaching, to mention just a few. 

Over many decades in Korean history, translations have been carried out 

and in the process collectively much time has been spent and efforts ex

pended to find perfect matches. If we can collect the results of such efforts 

and make them available to users, duplicative time and efforts can be 

spared. Clearly much screening is needed to eliminate poor renderings and 

radical context dependencies, etc. One of the goals of this work is to bring 

translation out of art realm into business or at least science realm. 

Field work is another approach that is needed. Trained workers are sent 

to different sites to collect target language expressions (e.g. hospitals and 
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doctors' offices for medical expressions, law firms for legal terms, computer 

labs for computerese, factories for everyday terms used there) and link 

them with corresponding English words. Eventually, the work will take a 

communal structure on a multinational scale. A distributed management 

over a network will become necessary due to the volatile nature and com

plexity of modern languages. 

7. Tools for Implementing Lexaurus 

Merger. We have been manually extracting such mappings by perusing 

magazine articles from Newsweek, Readers' Digest, Watchtower, and Awake, 

these being four major magazines available to the authors and translated 

into Korean, and many novels. After we create files of word mappings col

lected from such perusal, we have to screen off spurious mappings and du

plications and eventually merge all collected mappings into one dictionary. 

The process of screening obviously cannot be done by a computer program 

but merging is. We have designed such a merger program, Merger, that 

takes a file entry at a time and compares it against the master file entries. 

If it finds the entry, then it peruses the listed items. If the same item is 

found, the program simply adds the source for that mapping to the source 

list attached to the item. If the item is not found under the entry, it then is 

added with appropriate marking on its index. If the entry is not found, it is 

created and the new mapping marked. 

Extractor and Clearing Experts. We are working on automation of this 

mapping extraction process. The tools that are needed for our Extractor 

program include Name Expert, Number Expert, Pronominal Expert, 

Sentential Expert and Morphology Expert. Name and Number experts 

recognize proper names and numeric expressions and keep them out of the 

comparison field, reducing the list of words to be examined. Often Pronom

inal Expert does more than just eliminating a pronominal expression from 

the comparison arena. This is because translators frequently use for clarifi

cation purpose an expression they feel the pronoun stands for. Sentential 

Expert treats trashes or remnants, expressions that are there for various 

reasons but that are not worthy of listing as mapping in a dictionary. This 

includes prepositions, interjectives, connectives, particles, and some com

mon verbs such as copula, 'have', and 'get'. 
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Classifying Experts. All these words that are excluded from considera

tion by various Experts are nevertheless needed for parsing purpose by Ex

tractor. Noun Expert, Verb Expert, Adjective/Adverb Expert, Subject 

Expert, IC-Analyzer and Idiom Expert. These experts separate the re

maining words into different categories to further assist the mapping. The 

morphology expert will do the needed morphology analyses and give the 

dictionary forms for both language expressions. 

8. Example Extraction of Matches by Extractor 

We will illustrate the utilities of these experts by two sentences from 

John Grisham's novel The Firm as is translated by KyongHee Kong (the 

first two sentences from chapter 5).3 

The small lobby outside Royce McKnight's office was empty when Mitch 

arrived precisely at eight-thirty, on schedule. He hummed and coughed and 

began to wait anxiously. 

"0]7& 0] ~4j- A]7Jol] ~~~ £o]~ 'Il.ljy.o]:§.~ A}-¥-A,J *~ A}.::::z..tl}~ £ 

1:1]01] ~<>l~~ trJl £1:'1]01]:: o}-¥-£ ~'3iq.. tl]7&~ -g~ 1:e:j~ ~o:] 

~7] ~ ~ -8-}.:i!. ~}-;;-~'lj11] 7]q.~q.. 

After the first group of experts complete their jobs, only a few words are 

left, marked below as bold-face letters. 

The small lobby outside Royce McKnight's office was empty when Mitch 

arrived precisely at eight-thirty, on schedule. He hummed and coughed 

and began to wait anxiously. 

0]7& 0] ~4j- A]7Jol] ~~~ £o]~ 'Il.ljy.o]:§.~ A}-¥-A,J *~ A}.::::z..tl}~ £ 

1:'1] 01] ~ <>l ~ ~ trJl £ 1:'1] 01]:: o}-¥-£ ~ '3i q.. tl]7& ~ -g -g 1: e:j ~ ~ 0:] 

~7]~~ -8-}.:i!. ~}~~'lj11] 7]q.~q.. 

Eventually the second group of experts will first match groups of expres

SlOns as in (small lobby, A}.::::z..tl}~ £1:'1]), (on schedule, A] :{lol] ~~~), 

(Office, A}-¥-A,J), (arrived, ~<>l1:t~ trJl), (empty, o}-¥-£ ~'3iq.), 

3 This illustration is somewhat idealized in that many problems needed for such 
performance are not resolved at this point of time. 
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(hummed, -g':&-±.E-l~ ~~), (coughed, ~7]~~ "8"}.::il), (anxiously, ~}~ 

6't}1l]), and (began to wait, 7]q~q). From these, Morphology Expert 

will extract the pairs: anxiously '~}~c't}lll'; arrive '~ <>1A~q'; cough '~ 

71 ~ ~ "8"}q'; empty 'o}-r£ ~q'; hum '* -g 71 E-lq'; lobby '.!iLl:l1'; of

fice 'A}-rAJ'; on schedule 'A]7Jol] ~~'; small 'A}.:z.lJ}~'; wait '7]qE-l 
q'. Majority of pairings here (six out of ten to be exact) are not found in 

major full-size English-Korean dictionaries. 

9. Utilities of Lexaurus 

Such functionally adequate dictionary would be a revolutionary boost in 

language learning. Any alien resident who has lived in any foreign lan

guage/ culture over some time realizes that conventional dictionaries are 

woefully inadequate for their everyday needs. A shopper in shopping malls, 

a patient discussing his symptoms with a doctor, a car driver talking with a 

mechanic concerning his broken automobile, and a parent wanting to have 

some serious discussion with a child, any individual in any practical lan

guage needs would quickly find that conventional dictionaries do not offer 

much service for them. Information they need they realize they must search 

somewhere else. Our lexaurus may prove to be a life skill depository that 

stores practical linguistic knowledge and that maintains such knowledge in 

a most accessible way. 

Also if we discover all the parameters that go into selecting a particular 

set of expressions, when we discover all of them we can truly set out to au

tomating, at least offering some genuine progress toward automating of the 

translation process. Instead of starting with blind proliferation of mappings 

of words, idioms, and phrases of sentences, the translator program can con

strain such mappings first by selecting the context of use together with the 

intended denotations of the expressions and secondly by selecting their e

quivalents thus warding off much of exponential explosion encountered in 

blind uninformed attempts at automatic translation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Lexaurus: A Multidimensional, Ontology-based 
Bilingual Electronic Dictionary 

Jonathan C. Oh and Hyo-Pil Shin 

With the emerging technology through the computer resources, some of 

constraints we have accepted and lived with in connection with dictionaries 

yield places to some innovative projects. One such project is an electronic 

dictionary, which has words listed alphabetically but not limited to that or

dering for information extraction. Lexaurus, a new type of dictionary, 

allows for extraction of groups of words according to some ontological cate

gorizing, serving the roles of traditional dictionaries and thesauri as well. 

This paper outlines the major characteristics of our protocol system English

Korean lexaurus. 
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